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Director's comments
A man who's given his life to _science
says research is a double edged sword

n Biochemistry
My first contact with the South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station was as a ·
graduate student in soils. It was 1936, and it
was a bleak year.
Not only had a bitter depression just
passed its peak, but many parts of the state
had been ravaged by drought, insects, and
dust storms.
It took this set of circumstances to awaken
us to two problems: the shortage of
knowledge of how to produce without
desolation of the environment, and the need
to put into practice that which was known
but had been largely disregarded.
"Research" suddenly achieved recognition,
and there was an immediately expanded
research effort. It is my privilege here to
make a few remarks in place of the Director's
usual comments, so I shall reflect very briefly
on some of the movements in agricultural
research since those dark days and offer
some thoughts on how things look to me
today.
I can give only a few examples of the major
accomplishments of agricultural research
since that time, but you will recognize that
even these few represent an impact of rather
drama tic proportions.
Take, for instance, the role of agricultural
scientists in the discovery of several of the
vitamins.
To this, add agricultural experiment station
work on antibiotics in animal nutrition,
naturally occurring toxins, synthetic nitrogen
compounds as protein sources for ruminants,
artificial insemination, hybrid corn, cultural
practices for soil conservation, and pest
control. Our own Experiment Station made
significant contributions in many of these
areas.
The pool of fundamental knowledge that
had previously been gained through basic
research was put to work in bringing these
achievements to pass. There is, today, a much
deeper appreciation of the· need for· this type
of reseach than was felt a few decades back.
What may not be as well appreciated is the
fact that those working on very practical

problems of agriculture have, themselves,
contributed significantly to our store of
fundamental knowledge. This is a type of
"spinoff" that we usually overlook.
Interaction between applied and basic
research can be illustrated with many
examples. One of the most interesting
concerns the "blood thinners" now so
commonly used as medication for certain
cardiovascular problems.
The compound used in this treatment is the
result of applied research on the ca use of
"sweet clover poisoning" in livestock, which
led to basic studies establishing the nature of
the poisoning and the chemical involved, and ·
finally to the use of the compound as a
therapeutic agent in a disease of man. The
focus swung from applied to basic and back
to applied research during the course of
these studies.
This example, one of many we could use,
leads us to a secure statement: that research,
basic or applied, has the potential of a double
edged sword-contributing to both our pool of
fundamental knowledge and to our personal
well-being.
Our South Dakota Agricultural Experiment
Station scientists have always accepted
applied research as their first responsibility.
However, in addition to solving our practical
problems, they have contributed a significant
share to the pool of fundamental knowledge. I
am proud to have served with so many fine
scientists during my 30 odd years on this
campus. Their unselfish dedication to their
workhas brought us a long way from the
situation of the "dirty 30's."
Agriculture still has many unsolved
problems, but I think that in South Dakota
they have been put into good hands.
Were I a young agricultural scientist
looking for opportunity today, I would seek
out a state where that industry is growing,
where its role in the economy is major, where
farmers and ranchers think progressively,
and where the prospects for a bright future
are good. South Dakota would be a very good
choice.
D
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The search for a beef production and
marketing system which would give the
answers to these two questions was the
objective of a Beef Direct Marketing Project,
a joint effort of SDSU and the University of
Wyoming. The project is funded by the
Farmer-to-Consumer Direct Marketing Act of
1976.

Direct beef
marketing
Ranchers kept control over animals
from feedlot to meat counter
.in effort to get higher value
• for top carcasses

David B. Hewlett

If a producer raises cattle that exhibit
superior production and carcass traits, can
he expect increased profits for his extra
effort?
Would this provide consumers with a more
uniform,/desirable product at a fair market
value?

The project was designed to do more than
just collect data. A group of livestock
producers was organized; they were given
help in developing a. new marketing strategy.
There was no intent in the project to
eliminate the middleman. Rather, the purpose
was to allow the producer more control over
the final product. This hopefully permits
efficient, progressive producers to be
rewarded for better management.
The present marketing system tends to
average out wide variations in true carcass.
value. The premium paid for Yield Grade 2
carcasses is much less than the dock for
Yield Grade 4 carcasses.
This situation tends to retard the adoption
of proven technology which could increase
the efficiency of the beef industry. A more
efficient industry can mean better returns for
livestock producers and perhaps lower prices
for consumers.

Producers find packing plant
that could meet their needs
Approximately 50 livestock producers were
initially contacted as possible participants in
the project. Several more contacted us
independently to inquire about it. From these
contacts, agreements were signed with eight
producers to p·r ovide a total of 440 head of
performance tested cattle.
Of these, 330 were fed on the farm as a
normal part of the operation, and 110 were
sent to commercial feedlots.
A clear-cut pattern emerged. The
producers who owned their cattle the longest
were the most interested in owning them
through to retail.
Six ·of the eight cooperators fed cattle
either at home or in commercial lots as a
routine part of their operation. Only two did
not, and these two sold mostly bulls but
decided to consign the male calves not
selected for breeding stock.
Cow-calf operators not accustomed to .
feeding cattle were even more reluctant to
retain ownership beyond the feeding stage.
However, had the cattle market been
different at the time, I believe more cow-calf
men would have participated. A feeling often
expressed was, " If this project had come
along 2 or 3 years ago (when calf prices were
3

Convenience is a matter for the consumer to decide. It's
handy to buy one-meal meat packages. But it's also
convenient to buy larger quantities and save on gas. Survey
showed that 89% of "Ranch-Lean" purchasers owned home
freezers . Buying plain wrapped bundles out of refrigerated
trucks or at warehouse supermarkets was an attractive
option for them . Nine weeks after rnarketing began, 86% of
· purchasers surveyed indicated they had already bought more
Ranch-Lean or intended to do so.
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very low) I would have considered it, but this
year I'm going to sell my calves and get that
money in the bank. "
All slaughtering and processing were done
by Huisken Meat Center, Chandler, MN. The
plant has a capacity of 200 head per week
processed to the final retail cut, and the
majority of its business is custom processing.
Processing is indeed a limiting factor when
trying to test market beef on this scale. Most
custom plants could not handle the volume1
and the larger packing plants were not
interested in custom work or could not
provide the type of service needed.
We required that each producer's cattle be
kept separate. Each carcass was identified
and complete carcass data collected and
provided to the producer. An account was
established for each producer, the carcasses
were valued at wholesale, and this amount
entered in the producer's name. Each
livestock producer was paid based on his
exact production-not averages.
Since processing charges from the packing
plant are based on carcass weight, two
producers each with 700-lb carcasses would
pay identical processing costs. However,
superior carcasses that may yield 2% above
average when processed would return 14 lb
more meat and thus more income than an
average carcass.
4

Similarly, a below average carcass
produces less meat at the same cost.

•

Size of "Ranch-Lean" bundles was
convenient, economical for consumers

"Ranch-Lean" was the name adopted as a
trademark for the retail product. The product
was marketed in six different bundles
designed for the home freezer.
Frozen beef is becoming more widely
accepted by consumers, and it allowed us
tremendous flexibility in our inventory and
storage. The bundles were 1) a 50-lb "variety
bundle' ' containing steaks, roasts, and ground
beef in the same proportions as in a beef
side; 2) a 25-lb "variety bundle," the same
exce.p t for size; 3) a 25-lb "steak bundle"
containing an assortment of steaks; 4) a 25-lb
"roast bundle;" 5) a 23-lb " ground beef
bundle" containing 1-lb blocks of ground beef
and some ground beef patties; and 6) 10 lbs
of beef patties.
All cuts were neatly wrapped in white
paper; ground products were vacuum
packaged.
The size of the bundles allowed purchase
•
by even those consumers without deep
freezers , although a customer survey showed

.

that 89% of those purchasing "Ranch-Lean"
owned home freezers.
Even more important, a consumer could
buy bulk beef without investing in a complete
side or quarter. This was very significant
since 'today's beef prices push larger
purchases out of reach of many consumers.
Each bundle contained a consumer
information pamphlet about beef.
A set of quality control guidelines was
developed which follows known procedures in
beef production and meat technology that
insure tasty, tender meat without excess fat.
These controls are: 1) The animal's age at
slaughter must be less than 18 months. 2) The
cattle must be fed an 80% concentrate ration
for a minimum of 100 days prior to slaughter.
3) Carcass weights must range between 625
and 750 lb.
In addition, all carcasses at the Huisken
plant were aged 2 weeks.
"Warehouse" supermarket and "parking
lot" sales were project's marketing methods

•

We considered several methods of direct
marketing of beef and rejected route delivery
of meat (such as that done by the dairy
industry's milkman), beef vending machines,
and wholesaling to food cooperatives and
buying clubs.
The first two ideas were considered
unfeasible. Selling to food cooperatives was
one of our first choices.
However, several food cooperatives showed
little interest. Many were only interested in
"organic., ' beef. Second, their organizational
structure is very weak; and no commitments
could be made for large enough quantities to
make delivery feasible. Third, the organized
cooperative stores were selling fresh beef
and were not interested or were skeptical of
our frozen product.
Two methods of direct marketing have been
used. First, we have been selling to a
"wholesale" or "warehouse" supermarket
which did not previously sell meat:
Our frozen bundles fit nicely into their
" case lot" or wholesale format. Additionally,
it added convenience for the warehouse
shopper who previously made extra stops for
meat. Our survey indicated that 36 % of the
initial purchases were made due to
convenience of the bundle. In-store
promotions informed the consumer of the
direct nature of the sales; however,
purchasing directly from the rancher was
never given in the survey responses as the
reason for purchasing "Ranch-Lean" but
rather as an interesting and pleasing
sidelight to the purchase.

Dave Hewlett, SDSU animal scientist based at Rapid City,
headed the direct marketing project. He cautions that
although the direct approach will work, a producer should
investigate all other marketing alternatives first.

The second marketing approach has been
labeled a "truckload" or "parking lot" sale
and is a variation of the traditional farmers'
market. Beef was sold directly out of two
refrigerated trucks in the parking lots of a
non-food retailer. The host retailer provided a
cashier, and we relied on his check approval
system and credit card arrangements.
Falling prices affected profits,
consumers liked direct marketing

At the time of this writing the project is not
complete, although we are finished
slaughtering. The following results are my
best projections based on current inventories
and market predictions.
Of the 440 head of cattle consigned to the
project, 239 head were slaughtered and 119
were processed into final retail product. A
total of 41 ,645 lb of retail beef worth
approximately $78,000 was sold to the
warehouse supermarket. Through the
truckload sale in Rapid City, 7,709 lb of beef
were sold in 2 days for just over $13,000.
Although I believe the sale was successful
from the standpoint of a marketing approach,
the declining beef market caused us to fall
approximately $3 ,000 short of covering
expenses. However, customer interest was
very high, and numerous inquiries have been
made asking us to return.
5

Table 1. Three cost/return situations encount~red.
Situation 1

Situation 2

Situation 3

Costa:

Coata:

coat,:

700-lb carcass $770 700-lb carcass $707 700-lb carcass $735
@ $1.10/lb
@ $1.01/lb
@ $1.05/lb
Processing
90 Processing
97 Processing
97
Tran's, storag!____!! Trans, storag!____!! Trans, storag!___!!
Total
$871 • Total
$815•
Total
$843•

Net

Aeturna:

Return,:

Return,:

$803 456 lbbeef
456 lbbeef
@ $1 .86/lb
@ $1.76/lb
14 Misc credits
Misc credits
$817
Total
Total

-$54

Net

$848 4561b beef
@ $1.86/lb
11 Misc credits
Total
$859

$848

Net

S 17

$ 44

12

$860

·This cost does not Include charges for promotion, management, or rents.

A customer survey was made, and the
results were gratifying. Ratings on aspects of
quality and tenderness showed 54% of the
respondents· more satisfied with "RanchLean" than with their previous beef
purchases, 35 % equally satisfied, and only
7% less satisfied.
Without elaborating on the numerous other
questions in the survey, the repurchasing
intentions of those surveyed adequately
summarized customers ' overall satisfaction
with price, quality, packaging, and
convenience. After 9 weeks of marketing,
43 % of the customers had already
repurchased "Ranch-Lean," a nd 86 %
indicated an intention to do so.
In terms of income to producers from the
retailing of beef, our income fell
approximately $2,500 short of covering direct
expenses (including carcass value). This does
not include costs of management or promotion
which were paid as part of project expenses.
This loss was primarily the result of a
declining retail beef market during July and
August. The first two groups of animals were
slaughtered in early July when carcass prices
were at a peak. This high carcass value was
credited to the producers. However, by the
time the meat reached retail, prices had
fallen drastically. Table 1 illustra tes three
cost/return situations encountered during the
project due to market changes.
Situation 1 is wha t we fa ced on our first
meat sales. Hot carcass prices were very
high. Processing costs were the lowest of the
project, due to high prices for hide and offal
which the packer receives in addition to
processing charges.
During the 3 weeks that it takes to age ,
process, and make initial deliveries , hot
carcass prices plummeted to around $94/cwt,
and retail prices followed. This resulted in a
large loss on each animal.
6

Situation 2 is what happened as the market
began to recover.
Although hot carcass prices were lower
than in Situation 1 and on the rise, by the
time this meat was being marketed, retail
prices had risen considerably, following the
rise in hot carcass prices which had gone to
$1.07 to $1.08 per pound.
Processing was slightly more expensive,
however, due to declining hide and off al
values. But we were able to recover some of
the loss incurred in the first situation.
Situation 3 illustrates the point which the
market began to settle through September
and into October. This may be the type of
long-term situation one could expect.
It must be noted that the costs presented
here do not include any charges for
promotion, management, rent, or interest that
are incurred in a going business.
At this time none of the cooperating
producers has indicated an interest in taking
over our market and running it on his own. If
the long-term return stabilized at
$15-$20/head, it would take 1,500-2,000 head
per year to hire management and keep an
office. Our current level of sales would only
consume approximately 600 head per year.
I am confident that this market could be
expanded to the 1,500-head level with enough
of a sales effort. The warehouse supermarket •
is pleased with the bundle program and is
going to continue, but will purchase directly
from the packing plant. Our processor is now
at capacity and could not provide the
processing.
Several things were demonstrated and
much was learned. Frozen beef can be sold
through supermarkets, white wrapped and
boxed. People will buy off trucks and enjoy
buying direct, although they will not purchase
solely for this reason.
·
For the right person willing to put forth the
time and effort, direct marketing will work.
However, I caution anyone considering this to
make a very thorough comparison with his
alternative marketing outlets. Even if cash
costs are covered, returns to one's
management efforts may not justify the extra
work involved.
D
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Dave Hewlett is director of the beef direc t marketing
project and a member of the A nimal Science Depar tmen t.
He is stationed at Rapid City.

Selenium:
villain or hero?
Selenium wears two hats. What the
world does know about this element
can be traced to continuing research
at SDSU

Ivan S. Palmer

•

A mustachioed villain or white hatted hero,
the chemical element selenium has been cast
at various times in both of these
melodramatic roles.
For many years after selenium was
discovered to be the cause of "alkali
disease," the element was thought of only as
an "evil" substance which, in excessive
amounts, caused unthrifty growth, liver
degeneration, cancer, and death.
Since 1957, we have known that selenium
is an essential element for many species.
Subsequently, many have championed it as
enhancing virility, preventing cardiovascular
problems and tumors, and providing "healthy
glow."

SDSU has given the world the most
accurate way to check for selenium

Scientists at the South Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station, particularly those in the
Station Biochemistry Section and Animal
Science Department, have long been active in
providing knowledge which helps to pinpoint
the actual role of the the element in nutrition.
In fact, they were one of three groups
which identified selenium as the cause of
alkali disease in the 1930's.
These early workers found that selenium
occurred in relatively high concentrations in
certain areas of the state, and that plants
growing in these areas had more than normal

amounts of the element. Animals which were
restricted to ea ting this type of vegetation
would quite often exhibit signs of
toxicity-unthrifty growth, loss of hair,
abnormal hoof formation, reproductive
failure, and general emaciation.
The South Dakota Experiment Station is
one of the few groups that have remained
continuously active in the field of selenium
toxicity.
Early research at this Station utilized the
existing cumbersome methods of analysis and
provided knowledge of the geological
distribution of selenium in the state. This
information has proven useful in providing
control measures for toxicity problems.
Extensive research has since been
conducted on the method of analysis and has
resulted in the development of a specific and
accurate method which can be used for large
numbers of samples. The method, developed
at the Station, is now used world wide.
South Dakotans tend to higher blood
selenium levels than national average

The new method of analysis has been put
to good use in the state for several projects,
one of which is the determination of the
selenium level in the blood of residents.
Samples were obtained from blood banks
throughout the state. The analysis of more
than 600 samples gave a mean value of 0.26
parts per million selenium, which is slightly
higher than the national average. Since our
7

population is healthy and no excessive
incidence of disease is associated with the
state, the information on blood selenium
provides baseline data for judging the status
of the general population of the nation.
Analyses have also been performed on
hundreds of foods which make up the normal
diet for South Dakotans. In conjunction with
the analytical work, efforts are being made to
estimate the actual types and amounts of food
eaten by the average South Dakotan. With
this information, estimates of the daily intake
of selenium can be made. This information
will aid in determining safe dietary
recommendations for the general popula tion.
In cooperation with the South Dakota
Geological Survey, ground water samples
have also been analyzed to assess whether
they are a significant source of selenium for
livestock or humans.
Of more than 1000 samples analyzed, 4 %
contained selenium levels higher than the 10
parts per billion level which has been set as
the acceptable limit by the Environmental
Protection Agency. Our data should call to
the attention of the control agencies the
necessity of reevaluating the 10 ppb limit.
As a result of the years of work with the
analytical method and studies with animals
on both adequate and toxic levels of the
element, Experiment Station chemists, in
cooperation with the Animal Science
Department, have been able to formulate
guidelines which are helpful in diagnosing the
incidence of toxicity in the field. These

guidelines may be stated as follows:

Parts per million selenium in:
Blood

Hair

Diagnosis

Under 1.0
1.0-2.0

Under 5.0
5.0-10

Over 2.0

Over 10

No problem
Suggests a borderline
problem
Selenium intake is
excessive; some animals
should show signs of
toxicosis ·

The analytical data along with the
scientists' knowledge of geology allow
farmers and ranchers in affected areas to
judiciously manage their operations and
minimize toxicity problems.
Excess selenium in body can be
counteracted -by other toxins

Researchers at SDSU have also been
studying what happens to selenium when it
gets into the body.
This type of work is very slow but
nevertheless they identified a previously
unknown excretory form of the element about
10 years ago. The compound turned out to be
a simple molecule with just three methyl
groups attached to a selenium atom.
Knowing the identity of this one product
helped piece together some previously
unconfirmed ideas of how the element was
detoxified in animals.

•

Ivan Palmer, SDSU biochemist , is
adjusting a radioisotope counter which
helps to trace selenium In a compound.
Such painstaking analysis brings
scientists closer to finding out how
selenium poisoning can be directly
controlled .

8
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Forty years of accumulated data on
selenium research can be found In
these files. An equally long time has
been spent In studying prussic acid
poisoning . This year the two lines of
research came together when the
scientists discovered that cyanide and
sele11ium react together In the body.
This puts new light on some of the
older research data and also Illustrates
the benefits of sustained basic
research.

Current research at the Experiment Station
is centered upon identification of other forms
of selenium which occur in rat urine.
Identification of such substances should
ultimately allow us to understand how
animals utilize the necessary amounts of
selenium and detoxify and excrete the excess.
Although the main method of control of
selenium toxicity involves management of
pasturing to avoid excessive consumption of
vegetation containing selenium, considerable
effort has been expended in looking for more
direct ways of controlling toxicity problems.
Several substances which counteract
selenium toxicity in laboratory animals have
been discovered, but they all have the
disadvantage that they are rather potent
toxicants.
In 1938, SDSU biochemists discovered that
arsenic in the drinking water could partially
prevent the toxic effects of selenium in the
diet. Later studies showed that using this
method in the field was impracticable since
arsenic was toxic and somewhat difficult to
control under practical situations.
Recent work has shown that arsenic may
increase the toxicity of certain selenium
compounds, and work is continuing to
determine what actually happens to these two
elements inside the animal.
Scientists at the University of Wisconsin
discovered in 1972 that mercury could
partially protect animals from the effects of
selenium and that selenium had the same
effect upon mercury.
Station Biochemistry in cooperation with
the Animal Science Department a t SDSU has
conducted several studies on the effects of
the two e lements on one another with respect
to tissue levels , egg productio~. and
liveability in chickens:

Although the interaction between the two
elements is interesting, especially with the
current concern about environmental
matters, mercury is not a practical antidote
for selenium because it is extremely toxic.
A very interesting discovery in the study of
selenium protective factors has been made in
the past year. As early as 1941, workers at
SDSU recognized fha t linseed oil meal could
protect laboratory animals from selenium.
Attempts to isolate the material were made
as early as 1955, but it was not until this
year that our station scientists were
successful in identifying the protective
substances.
The actual structures of the compounds
involved were determined in cooperation with
scientists at the USDA Northern Regional
Research Center at Peoria, Illinois. The
compounds turned out to be sugar-like
substances which contained a chemical ·
substituent which would be converted to
cyanide upon breakdown of the parent
compound.
Studies later have shown that the released
cyanide protects animals from the toxic
effects of selenium. The cyanide forms a
compound with selenium which is apparently
readily excreted in the urine.
The practicality of these findings is still
unknown since the organic compounds are
not available, at least in quantities sufficient
for feeding to affected livestock, and cyanide
itself is very toxic. The studies do supply
basic information which may be very useful
to states which have selenium deficiency
problems.
In these areas , selenium deficiencies in
livestock possibly may be brought on by the
consumption of forages containing subtoxic
levels of cyanide (prussic acid). The cyanide
9

Ailene Herr, assistant In chemistry, is
completing the final stage in the long
process of determining the presence of
selenium in a substance.

would tie up and cause the excretion of the
small amounts of selenium in the diet. At
least one report of this kind of interaction has
shown up in the foreign literature.
Nation recognizes SDSU's selenium
biochemists as leaders in research

When scientists at SDSU began working on
prussic acid (cyanide) poisoning and selenium
toxicity more than 40 years ago, little did
they realize the two paths of research would
merge. This illustrates the benefits of
sustained support and effort in such areas of
basic research.
Twenty years ago, scientists at the South
Dakota Experiment Station were virtually
alone in the field of selenium research. The
apparent importance of the element in

10

certain diseases and in the nutrition of man
and animals has attracted a wide variety of
scientists to the field and the output of
scientific publications has been prodigious.
With the continuous involvement and
research contributions of many scientists,
South Dakota has become recognized
nationally for its expertise in selenium
..
biochemistry and toxicity. A week seldom
passes without calls from across the nation to ~
consult a bout some aspect of selenium
chemistry. Work will continue in this area
unique to South Dakota, and hopefully we will
someday know how to control selenium
toxicity and better understand the function of
the element in living organisms.
D
Ivan S. Palmer is a biochemist at the South Dakota

Agricultural Experiment Station. '

Excellence
that won't
quit
Years of devotion to his 'bench'
have brought this modest scientist
world accla m ln·selenlum research
Oscar E."'Olson· is respected not only
nationally, but internationally, for his work
with selenium at the South Dakota
Agricultural Experiment Station.
But Oscar would never mention that.
Probably few people know he recently
returned to his laboratory from Washington,
D.C., where he and other chemists from
around the world had been asked to
participate in' a World Health Organization

11

(WHO) symposium on selenium and the
environment. He contributed a report about
selenium which is being reviewed by
representatives of all countries in the United
Nations and the WHO. Eventually it will be
published as part of a book.
Oscar's WHO activities are no secret. They
are simply part of his work, and he gives
little priority to seeking publicity or credit for
himself. Rather, he has more of a penchant
for makirig sure others· get their share of
thanks;
Oscar's efforts to dodge credit are not
entirely due to modesty.
As a biochemist at SDSU for nearly 30
years, he knows well how scientists do not
work alone. Usually they produce results with
the help of many others.
Oscar, like most scientists, has long worked
as a part of a team at SDSU. Then through
journals and con£erences he and others
. become involved on a national team, with
several scientists digging into different
phases of a problem but nevertheless working
toward a common goal. And sometimes,· as
with Oscar, they become part of an
international team.
Those who have worked with Oscar are
familiar with the kind of thoroughness and
excellence that make him an especially tough
player on his teams. His brand of demand has
produced respect and results not only for
South Dakotans but for others around the
globe.
For example, until 1969 few adequate
methods of analyzing for selenium on a large
scale were available. Now improved, the
method developed under Oscar's leadership
is used world-wide for determining the
selenium '· content of foods ·and feeds .
One of his team's most gratifying findings,
according to Oscar, is the one they made last
year when they identified substances in
linseed oil meal that could protect lab
animals from selenium toxicity. (See
accompanying article, Selenium: villain or
hero?)....~·_,,,
. .
~,. ~.,.,.,. , .
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Although carrying other duties, he
wouldn't be pried from his "bench"

Back through the years Oscar ha d other
tasks besides that of biochemist. In addition
to being head of the Station Biochemistry
Department, he was dean of the SDSU
graduate school from 1958 to 1965 and acting
dean of agriculture and director of the
Experiment Station on two occasions. And
while performing some of these demanding
duties, he also kept laboratory projects in
motion.
12

"Oscar was a very good administrator,"
says Hilton M. Briggs, former president of
SDSU and instigator of several of Oscar's
appointments. "But administration is not
where he wanted to be_:._he wanted to be
back at his 'bench.' "
To Oscar, "bench" meant his laboratory.
"Every once in a while during his
administrative years, he'd come to my office
with a written resignation," Briggs
remembers. ''I would ask him to sit down,
read it, and proceed to talk him out of it
before he left. But the last time he brought
one of those letters in, he handed it to me and
told me he was going to leave before I read
it."
Oscar went back to his laboratory. And
getting back to that "bench" appears to be a
theme throughout Oscar's career-but with a
qualification. He has a special knack for
applying the knowledge he finds, about
selenium for example, and relating that to
many other disciplines and places. In
recognition of that ability, he was recently
named international awardee for
distinguished service to agriculture from
Gamma Sigma Delta, agriculture honor
society.
Retirement doesn't mean
hanging up the lab coat

What does he know now that he didn't
when he started in the business? "I think I
have a great deal of respect not only for
people in my own field but in many other
disciplines," Oscar reflects. "My contact with
people in a variety of fields leaves me with a
great deal of humility.
"I started with no understanding of how
eager and willing other people are to ,help. ~ ·
"I appreciate that now, beqause· probably
one of the most difficult things for a scientist
to accept is that such a long, long time is
oftP-n required to resolve a problem in
scientific research. And probably he/she
never will solve the whole problem."
Oscar turned ·55 years old last year and
retired from SDSU last August 1, or so the
official papers say. However, when he's not
at a meeting or finishing a chapter of a book,
he can be found most days back in the lab
clanking beakers or swirling pink liquids in
glassware. His co-workers claim they still
must hurry to beat him to the lab most
mornings.
"I have good colleagues, a really special
wife, and I'm doing what I really want to do, "
says Oscar-at his "bench."
D
The writer is Jacqueline Ullery, assistant information
specialist, Ag Information Office.
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Something is creeping up on flax.
It's the cost of petroleum and a few other
energy _sources. Industries have found
petroleum more economical than linseed oil
(an industrial oil made from flax seeds). But
with petroleum prices going up, linseed oil is
becoming competitive again for some
industrial uses.
''Whether we choose to return to using
more linseed oil or not, a lot of the technology
for using it is already paid for and
available," says C. Dean Dybing, USDA-SEA
plant physiologist at SDSU.
"That doesn't mean we'll go b~ck to
cleaning paint brushes with turpentine,"
Dybing explains. "We already know how to
use linseed oil to produce water based paints
and many other things.' '
·· Linseed oil was quite common a few years
ago for use in coatings such as on linoleum
and oilcloth. But other more convenient or
lower priced chemicals and products
eventually pushed many linseed products by
the wayside. Now, organizations and
industrtes such as plastics and transportation
are looking for some alternative sources of
energy.

SDSU burned flax shives with coal,
they worked well, but now too costly
For example, rising prices and pollution
problems led personnel at the SDSU physical
plant to burn pelleted flax shives as an
alternative to part of the University's coal
needs.
Shives are the flax plant leftovers after the
seeds and usable straw are harvested. Shives
may include seed pods, unwanted stems,
weed seeds, or any other part of the flax
crop not headed for other products.
Two winters ago the University's cost of
the shives equalled the cost of coal for the
same units of heat. During the coldest
weather, SDSU used half coal and half shives.
In the spring when heat demand was not so
high, all shives were used. The shives
appeared to be efficient and did not add to
the apparent pollution problem as much as
fossil fuels.
This winter the University did not buy
shives, mainly because of price according to
Glen L. Carver, physical plant director.
Demand and other factors pushed shives too
high last fall for SDSU to justify using them.
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Flax is the only fiber used in the U.S. to
make cigarette paper. Shives, a residue
of that process, are normally fed as
livestock roughage. As heating fuel,
shives had four advantages for the
SDSU campus: they were a South
Dakota product, appeared to pollute
less than coal, could be used without
modifying the burner, and would burn
with or without coal. They were
efficient, but price pushed shives out
of reach after tests were completed.

Earlier planting and better weed
control could double flax yields
However, according to Dybing and Charles
Lay, Agricultural Experiment Station flax
breeder, South Dakota farmers don't need to
wait for the demand for flax to go up before
they get better return for the flax they're
growing right now.
The two maintain that South Dakota
growers, on the average anyway, could
markedly increase and perhaps even double
flax yields if they would plant flax at least by
May 10 rather than the current June 1, and
do a better job of keeping weeds out of the
flax fields.
Dybing and Lay emphasize weed control
and early planting not only after laboratory
and field experiments but after talking with
South Dakota farmers who are getting 30-40
bu yields. Those yields provide quite a
contrast to the 12.5 bu/A South Dakotans
averaged the past few years.
Late springs sometimes make getting flax
seeds in the soil soon enough a real
challenge, the scientists concede.
"But in most years South Dakotans
needlessly lose an average of a quarter of a
bushel per acre per day for each day delayed
in seeding after April 20," Lay says. "The
problem is even worse in the far northeastern
part where much of the state's flax is grown.
There farmers can figure on 3/10 of a bushel
'loss per day.''

Weed control is an improvement that goes
a long way, too, according to the researchers.
MCPA plus Dalapon is labeled for flax in the
4- to 6-inch stage, with emphasis at trying for
the 4-inch height. If a grower has had trouble
with grassy weeds during previous years,
incorporating Eptam before planting may be
worth the effort too.
Dybing and Lay explain that researchers at
SDSU have no trouble getting 38-40 bu/A in
test plots. But they know of better herbicides
whic;h growers are not allowed to use yet.
They say the registering of these herbicides
is very costly and slow. Since flax is grown
on few acres across the United States as
compared to such crops as corn or wheat,
there isn't the pressure to move flax
herbicides along toward final registration as
quickly.
South Dakota· flax growers do have some
new help available this spring if they want it.
The Agricultural Experiment Station in
cooperation with the USDA-SEA released a
higher yielding variety of flax, Culbert 79,
that is ready for commercial flax producers
to try this spring.
According to Lay, who evaluated and
tested the variety in South Dakota, Culbert 79
originated from a single plant selected from
Culbert flax by Vern Comstock of the
University of Minnesota. Lay found Culbert
79 better yielding than Culbert, Linott, or any
other variety in South Dakota. Culbert 79 is
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resistant to all known North American .races
of rust and is moderately resistant to wilt.
•

Our flax blooms only once a season,
scientists want to extend flowering

Most of the flax in the United States is
produced in South Dakota, North Dakota, and
Minnesota. Some is grown in a few other
states, such as California, with a longer
growing season and under irrigation. There,
65 bu/A flax yields are not uncommon,
according to Dybing.
He explains that this happens because flax
plants produce flowers not just once, as they
do here, but perhaps two or three times.
In places with a longer growing season, the
flax plant has a natural tendency to flower,
remain at rest for about 3 weeks, and flower
again. And sometimes it will cycle for the
third time. After each flowering, flax seed
yield greatly increases.
This cycling is where Dybing's work comes
in. He feels that if he can find a way to get

South Dakota's single cycling flax plants to
either have a longer flowering cycle or rest
and then bloom again, our flax yields could
double.
Dybing and Lay know most of the flax
researchers in the United States and Canada;
none to their knowledge is working with the
physiology of the plant to increase yields in
the way that Dybing is.
One of Dybing's approaches is to find a
chemical growth regulator that might be
applied at specific times to a growing flax
crop to alter the flowering period.
When Dybing first decided to take this
approach in 1973, he began studying
chemicals and compounds known to have
growth altering characteristics on other
plants. Gradually he is narrowing a long list.
While he has not produced all the effects he
desires in the field yet, he's getting some
encouraging results.
In addition to the chemical possibilities, he
and Lay are taking a new look at flax
varieties in general.
Flax is an old crop dating back into the
times of the Pharaohs of Egypt. An estimated
3,000 different varieties have been identified
through the years.
Rather than looking at only the current
"good" varieties, the scientists are also
examining some that have long been
forgotten. Their idea is to closely examine
what made the older varieties yield less than
the new ones. Though a slow process, it could
give them better guidelines for selecting new
varieties.

Flax prices probably just cycling.
Watch what crop does next year

•

Californians get 65 bu/A flax yields, says Dean Dybing, SDSU
plant reseafcher, while the South Dakota average is around
12.5. Flax will flower two or three times under favorable
conditions.

With the new popularity of sunflowers in
South Dakota this past year, some people may
have expected flax acreage to decline. That
did not happen. Harvested acres went from
288,000 in 1978 to 350,000 last fall. Current
flax prices are not what Dybing, Lay, or
many producers would like to see.
Dybing and Lay have seen various crops
take dips and upsurges both in prices and
acreages during the years. They believe that
flax simply is taking its turn at a general low.
That may, however, be just one more reason
to watch what flax does on the market next
year.
Dybing and Lay think the crop is not only
worth watching, but worth doing something
D
about.
The writer is Jacqueline Ullery. assistant information
specialist, Ag Information Office.
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With this issue we are beginning a series of stories
·featuring the various testing services available to South
Dakotans through the College of Agriculture and Biological
Sciences at SDSU. Hundreds of tests are run annually.
The series will give you an idea of what tests are most
common. how they help you, and how you can ask for
these services.

In 17 years of insect identification work at
SDSU, Ben Kantack has seen a black widow
spider leap from a mailing tube and scoot
across his desk.
He has received a live snake through the
mail.
And he has been the recipient of a variety
of dead specimens that have left him gasping
for fresh air as soon as he opened the mailing
container.
But that's part of the task of heading the
insect detection squad for the South Dakota
Cooperative Extension Service. And Kantack
enjoys that role, even though it is a
demanding one and he gets his share of
surprises.
Each year as the insect season approaches,
he and his associates across the state begin
collecting evidence that indicates potential
insect infestations. This is one of the services
provided South Dakotans by the staff of the
College of Agriculture and Biological
Sciences.
Kantack's primary associates on the insect
ID squad in the Plant Science Department are
Dave Walgenbach, survey entomologist for
the Agricultural Experiment Station, and
Wayne Berndt, pesticide specialist. There are
also several other resident experts on the
staff at SDSU. Field forces include county
agents and home economists in 67 South
Dakota counties. ·
Starting about May and through July,
Kantack and his colleagues answer hundreds
of calls daily. Although many questions are
related to crop and livestock pest
problems-the solution of which can spell
the difference between profit and loss for a
farm or ranch enterprise-a good portion of
the calls comes from others with a different
kind of problem.
For example, it was 17 years ago that
Kantack identified the first known case of
wood termites in northwestern South Dakota.
Since that time he has identified cases from
several other counties, although the pest is
.. not overly abundant.
This year for the first time, a brown
recluse spider collected in South Dakota was
identified. That poisonous pest has usually
remained in states with more moderate
temperatures.
On one occasion Ben received a painful
reminder that he should never put a hand in
a sack without peeking in first.' The sack

contained only borers, but they were
inhabiting prickly pear cactus.
Crew is versatile, can identify
anything from body lice to nose bots

While the most significant queries concern
crop and livstock pests, the largest number of
questions and queries for control
recommendations probably involve yard and
garden pests. County agents and home
economists for the Cooperative Extension
Service are the first stop for most individuals
who have insect and pest problems. Agents in
several counties receive between 50 and 60
calls per day during certain periods.
Kantack says he also gets that many calls
in a single day, and the calls continue 7 days
a week and at almost any hour of the day or
night during the summer. The bulk of his calls
comes from agents and aerial sprayers who
want to double check a local diagnosis or
make certain ·that a control recommendation
is up to date.
As this type of activity begins to taper off
in the fall, there is an increase in calls about
lice, mange, and nose bots from livestock
growers. And calls about household pests
pick up. Roach, cricket, and silverfish
infestations prompt most calls, with stored
food and stored grain insects being another
common problem.
During the past 5 years and particularly in
1976, Kantack and his partners identified a
severe infestation of body lice in South
Dakota. The problem spread quickly and
eventually covered a 12-county area.
Individual cases are discovered throughout
the state almost every winter.
The grasshopper headed the list of ''most
wanted" insects during 1979. Second place
honors would go to corn pests. In sunflowers,
the headmoth and sunflower seed weevil
ranked third. Stored grain insects came in a
close fourth, says Kantack. One reason is the
large quantity of grain now being stored in
on-farm facilities.
You can take the sting out of squad's
work by going first to county office

What entomologists and county agents need
for insect identification are answers to the
following questions: What crop, plant, t.ree, or
animal was the insect or pest found on? How
abundant is the pest? (Did you find only one,
or were there hundreds?)
What they do not need is a specimen
brought in without any information.
Kantack often receives material through
the mail without even a return address.
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Wayne Berndt, Extension entomologist, adds anoth_er .
grasshopper to the team's collection. The SDSU sc1ent1st~
suggest that you should first contact your county Extension
office if you have. an insect problem.

Years of experience have made Ben Kantack, Extension
entomololst, all too familiar with most Insects In South
Dakota. But every once in a while a new one shows up, and
he must resort to the dissecting scope for positive
Identification. A brown recluse spider was this year's "find ."

He doesn't care much, either, for soft
bodied insects sent in envelopes. Most of
them have been squashed into pulp when the
letters pass through a post office cancelling
machine.
Kantack suggests that the first stop for
someone who has a pest problem should be
the nearest county Extension office. That
office will have a stock of mailing tubes and
specifications for shipping insects to SDSU if
there is a need. Nine chances out of 10, the
local office can answer the question,
however.
If the problem proves to be area-wide,
Kantack will probably be called in, and
efforts will be made to conduct an education
program or an area meeting concerning the
problem.
Control recommendations are usually made
on the basis of several considerations. Is the
infestation serious enough to warrant control
measures? Or is it too late in the season or
, too late in the life of the insect to carry out
18

any meaningful control? What combination of
control recommendations will do the best job
of reducing a damaging population? What
methods will actually control the pest but
cause the least damage to the environment?

Benefits hard to assess, but insect
ID squad will be around in the future

How valuable is insect identification to
South Dakota?
While it is difficult to put an estimate on
the help each individual receives after a
consultation about a yard or garden pest, it
was estimated that work of the insect
detection squad was extremely helpful in
stopping an armyworm invasion that occurred
just 10 years ago.
That year armyworms entered
southeastern South Dakota and started
chewing their way north and west. They can
devour all crops in their pa th and can
literally destroy a crop overnight. But
because the invasion was spotted early and
movements of the insects were plotted daily,
an estimated $13 million in crops was saved.
While most campaigns are not quite that
dramatic, the cost effectiveness of insect
identification as a service for South Dakotans
seems assured in the future.
The writer is John Pates, agricultural editor, Ag
Information Office.
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Publications off the press
The Agricultural Experiment Station and the
Cooperative Extension Service distribute a large variety
of publications to South Dakota citizens. Your county
Extension office has free single copies for you. ·

FS 750, The shelterbelt/windbreak with poor or no shrub
rows: Fixing shrub rows
FS 751 ,' The shelterbelt/windbreak with weeds and grass
growing inside: Getting rid of the grass
B 644, Claypan soils: One-step improvement

These publications list the new and revised subjects off
the press between September 1 and November 30, 1979.
FS 721, Fireplaces, stoves and fuels-what are your
choices?
FS 724, Wood stove and fireplace safety and
maintenance
FS 725, Pocket gophers
FS 746, Shelterbelts: No place for livestock
FS 748, Fertilizing soybeans
FS 749, The shelterbelt/windbreak with dead, missing or
weak trees: Plugging up the holes

••

Out-of-state residents may obtain FS, EC and EMC
publications for 15 cents each unless otherwise indicated,
B,C and TB series at 25 cents each unless otherwise
indicated. Remittance is required in advance of shipment.
Remittance from foreign countries should be made by
international money order payable to Ag Publications No.
6287-9101 , by draft on American or Canadian bank. It is
necessary to include an additional 25% of the total cost
of publications ordered to cover foreign postage. Send to
Extension Bulletin Room, SDSU, Brookings, SD 57007.

On the cover:
Ivan Palmer and Oscar o'lson, Experiment Station
biochemists, consult over a film which has pinpointed the
presence of selenium In a compound. The dark spots
Indicate selenium, which has been cast over the years as
both a poisonous and benef lclal element. SDSU stands as a
worldwide leader In selenium research.
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Director's comments
A "guest editorial" from a man who has filled in
as Experiment Station director occupies this
page. He would "do it all over" if he were
starting out again.

Direct beef marketing
Cattle producers "owned" the beef from
carcass to consumer. Direct marketing, they
found, is workable, but returns to the extra
management needed may be low.

Selenium: villain or hero?
Whichever It may be, selenium has brought
worldwide acclaim to SOSU. Experiment
Station biochemists are leaders In this field.
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Excellence that won't quit
Oscar Olson has demanded dedication and
superlative performance from himself and his
co-workers for some 30 years. His record has
been outstanding, but he's too shy to
admit it.

Flax: a crop to watch
If flax growers put the crop in earlier and
controlled weeds better, they could double
yields without any new research being done.
Yet scientists are examining growth
regulators to increase yields even more.
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Insect watchers
They do more than "watch" Insects; they tell
us how to combat them. There is no slack
season, winter or summer.
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